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Vowel Patterns in 
Portuguese

• In a pronunciation such as escola  [ɛscɔla]

• Vowel Harmony or Vowel Reduction?

• While I cannot resolve this question for 
every word in every dialect, I am to 
contribute to the project by offering 
remarks on both phenomena in natural 
language



Course Overview

• Unit 1: Vowel Harmony, as presented in 
Nevins 2010 (Locality in Vowel Harmony)

• Unit 2: Vowel Reduction and Diphthong 
Dissimilation

• Unit 3: Consonant Lenition and Element 
Theory



Iterative Harmony
within the same word if it is to be considered ‘‘harmonic.’’ Even when

su‰xes pile up, they keep to this restriction. Consider the word formed

by adding the following thirteen su‰xes to the root Avrupa ‘Europe’:

(1) Avrupa- lı- laş- tır- a- ma- yacak- lar- ımız- dan- mı-

Europe- from- become- caus- abil- neg- fut- pl- 1pl- abl- q-

y- dı- nız

cop- past- 2pl

‘Were you one of those whom we are not going to be able to turn

into Europeans?’

Avrupa has vowels in which the tongue is pulled back, and owing to har-

monization, all thirteen su‰xes have the tongue body pulled back as well.

By contrast, if the last vowel in the root is a front vowel, like the /i/ in

Akdeniz ‘Mediterranean’, all thirteen su‰xes have front vowels.

(2) Akdeniz- li- leş- tir- e- me- yecek- ler- imiz- den-

Mediterranean from- become- caus- abil- neg- fut- pl- 1pl- abl-

mi- y- di- niz

q- cop- past- 2pl

‘Were you one of those whom we are not going to be able to turn

into Mediterraneans?’

Like the phonotactic restrictions banning certain sequences of conso-

nants in some languages but not others (e.g., rta is disallowed in English

but allowed in Russian), the restrictions banning certain sequences of

vowels are subject to language-specific variation. But the restrictions gov-

erning possible orders and combinations of vowels within a word rest on

completely di¤erent sets of principles than those related to consonants.

This is because, for one, the articulatory dimensions along which these

‘‘harmonic sets’’ can be divided require a certain degree of symmetry

among the vowels in a language (witness Turkish, with four back and

four front vowels); the instantiation of harmony from one language to

the next may di¤er because not every language has a perfectly balanced

vowel inventory. Furthermore, the description of the syntax of vowel

sequences is more complicated than that of consonant sequences in large

part because vowels are rarely strictly adjacent to one another; the result-

ing cooccurrence restrictions become a type of ‘‘action at a distance,’’ un-

like the strictly local rules dictating that t cannot immediately follow r at

the beginning of a word. Vowel harmony is one of the only phonotactic

processes across human languages that consistently instantiates a long-

distance relationship.
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Closest Relevant ElementFigure 1.1

Actual locations and relative distances of Boston subway station locations. Left to
right, the flags mark the Harvard Square, BU Central, and Charles Street subway
stops.

Figure 1.2

Boston subway connection map (not drawn to scale)
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tory of vowel sounds, and in large part they share the same lexical vocab-

ulary. However, vowel harmony operates rather di¤erently in these two

dialects. In Ife
˙
Yoruba, the tense/lax harmony-value of the first vowel in

a word is determined with respect to the next relevant vowel. In other

words, if the second vowel in the word is a high vowel like /i/ or /u/

(which are tense vowels), it is not counted as ‘‘next’’ in Ife
˙
Yoruba. This

is because the tense/lax distinction is not important in the high vowels

/i,u/ in Ife
˙
Yoruba, and so these vowels are not counted in the computa-

tion of ‘‘adjacent’’ vowel. (In chapter 5, we return to the pattern of the

low vowel /a/ in Yoruba harmony.) This relativization of the measure-

ment of ‘‘next-to’’ in such a way that it computes distance as determined

by the relevance of a particular property (in this case, the tense/lax con-

trast), rather than absolute distance, exemplifies the core of our study of

the locality of vowel harmony.

(4) Ife
˙
Yoruba vowel harmony skips the irrelevant second vowel (Ola Orie

2001)

a. !rúk! ‘name’

b. E"lùb!# ‘yam flour’

c. EúrE# ‘goat’

d. !dı́dE ‘parrot’

e. !"tı́t!# ‘truth’

What is most interesting about the pattern of Ife
˙
Yoruba is that this dia-

lect counts locality di¤erently from Standard Yoruba, which does mea-

sure locality in absolute, as-the-crow-flies terms (i.e., counts the ‘‘closest

vowel’’ as indeed the closest vowel), as can be seen by comparing the pro-

nunciation of these same words:

(5) Standard Yoruba counts the second vowel as the next vowel

a. orúk!
b. èlùb!#
c. ewúrE#
d. odı́dE
e. òtı́t!#

In Standard Yoruba, the tense/lax value of any vowel matters for count-

ing what’s next and therefore /!/ cannot precede /u/. In Ife
˙
Yoruba, har-

mony only looks at the tense/lax value among the vowels /e,o,E,!/, and so

the intervening /u/ in (4a) is not even counted in the computation.

This brief comparison highlights the fact that two languages with

the same vowel inventory—indeed, two dialects of the same language—
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2 The Search Principle

Natura semper agit per vias brevissimas.
(Nature always acts through the shortest pathways.)
—Edwin A. Burtt

2.1 Harmony and Agree Are Both a Process of Finding a Value

Assimilation refers to any process whereby features from one segment are

copied to another, making the recipient segment ‘‘more like’’ the donor

segment. For example, the casual pronunciation of in Boston is im Bos-

ton, where the expected nasal consonant with an alveolar place of articu-

lation is instead pronounced with a bilabial place of articulation. Within

phonological theory, assimilation processes (in this case, the nasal conso-

nant copying the place of articulation of the following segment) are ana-

lyzed as the result of copying a feature from one segment to another.

Phonological features specify and constitute the articulatory instructions

that make up segments. Thus, ‘‘N’’ is really just a shorthand for the clus-

ter of features including [!nasal], [coronal], and so forth.1 The assimila-

tory process of copying the bilabial property of ‘‘B’’ to a nasal, turning an

‘‘N’’ into an ‘‘M,’’ is the result of copying [labial] from one segment to

another.

Vowel harmony is a special kind of assimilation that di¤ers in two

ways from the case above. First, it operates specifically between vowels;

as a result, it does not simply occur between strictly adjacent segments.

Second, it often a¤ects or involves all vowels within a word, rather than

simply the two segments at the juncture between, say, preposition and

noun.

One of the reasons why assimilation of vowel features is called ‘‘har-

mony’’ is that it instantiates a kind of dependency relation, in which a

newly added su‰x is forced to ‘‘harmonize’’ with the stem it attaches to.



The Need for a New 
Model of Locality

The issue becomes more complicated, however, when we consider lan-

guages in which some vowels are treated nonlocally and others locally.

Consider the pattern of [Ground] harmony in Khalkha Mongolian that

is responsible for alternations in the form of the reflexive su‰x as either

[a] or round [o,!], depending on the roundness values of vowels to its left

(where the further distinction between [o] and [!] is due to an additional

tense/lax harmony).

(9) Khalkha Mongolian (Svantesson et al. 2005, 50)

a. poor-ig-o ‘kidney-acc-refl’

b. x!!lZ-ig-! ‘food-acc-refl’

c. mUUr-ig-a ‘cat-acc-refl’

d. suulZ-ig-e ‘tail-acc-refl’

As (9a–b) show, the intervening vowel /i/ is not counted in determining

the su‰x’s harmony: even though /i/ is unround, it is irrelevant for com-

puting the closest vowel. This might lead one to think that Khalkha

vowel harmony is the result of declarative identity-enforcement. How-

ever, as (9c–d) show, the high vowels /u,U/ cannot provide a value for

round harmony, even though they are round. Now, one might counter

that /u,U/ are simply not part of the relevant constraint, which is instead

All nonhigh vowels must bear the same value for roundness. In this

case, there is simply no identity requirement that would cause [mUUr-ig-a]
to become [mUUr-ig-!].

As it turns out, however, /u,U/ are involved in the computation of lo-

cality, because they ‘‘prevent’’ rounding harmony between nonhigh vowels.

In (10), we see that the perfect su‰x harmonizes with round /o,!/ in

(10a–b), but not when the closest vowel is round /u,U/, as in (10c–d).

(10) Defective intervention in Khalkha rounding harmony

a. tor-oød ‘be.born-perf’

b. !r-!ød ‘enter-perf’

c. tor-uøl-eød ‘be.born-caus-perf’

d. !r-Uøl-aød ‘enter-caus-perf’

We must conclude that declarative identity-enforcement cannot account

for Khalkha rounding harmony, as it is ‘‘blocked’’ by vowels of the

wrong height. At the same time, the strictly local spreading-by-sharing

model cannot account for Khalkha either, as the vowel /i/ is ‘‘transpar-

ent’’ and not part of the locality computation.

The spreading-by-sharing proposal of Rose and Walker (2004) is one

in which all feature-sharing is strictly local, and Gafos (1996, 77–81)
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The Search Procedure

of linear precedence. Irrespective of syntactic or phonological structure,

the core principles are identical between the Agree operation defined in

syntactic theory and the Harmonize operation, whose preliminary formu-

lation is this:

(3) Statement of Harmonize as a procedure like syntactic Agree

A recipient needs a value for a feature F. Search is always initiated

from the target/recipient of assimilation. Once the target encounters

a donor, it copies the value of a feature F.

Crucial to the model will be the notion that the segments of a word are in

a total order, so that for any x and y that are segments in the word, either

x will precede y or y will precede x.4 The notion of precedence permits us

to derive the relation closer.

(4) Definition of closer

Given a, b, c: b is closer to a than c if either (i) a precedes b and b

precedes c or (ii) b precedes a and c precedes b, where a, b, c are

segments.

The Search procedure for vowel harmony begins with a recipient and

looks for the closest donor in a certain direction d, which can be either

to the left or to the right (or in both directions simultaneously).

(5) Harmonic Search-and-Copy procedure, in two steps: (t, d, F)

a. Find: x ! the closest t to the recipient y in the direction d

b. Copy: the value of F on x onto y, where x, y are segments, F is a

feature, t is a predicate over segments.

When there is more than one feature to copy, these are all looked for on

the same search. With Turkish su‰xal high vowels, for example, Back-

Harmonize and Round-Harmonize occur on the same search; that is, the

same pointer is tracking positions backward, searching simultaneously for

each independently and valuing each as soon as possible. The Search pro-

cedure is formalized in the algorithm in figure 2.1, where variables named

with my represent the values updated during search.

That’s the core of the Search algorithm: a forced march leftward and/

or rightward that stops at each potential donor segment, sees whether

there is a [Gback] and/or [Ground] value to copy, and if there is, takes it.

The Search-and-Copy procedure is simple and minimalist, but this partic-

ular formulation will turn out to have important consequences in the em-

pirical cases examined in the following sections.
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2.2 Back Harmony and Round Harmony in Turkish Suffixes

Let’s observe this process in action by returning to the Turkish accusative

su‰x. The su‰x vowel is merged with the root, and it needs a value for

[Gback] and a value for [Ground]. It conducts a Search-and-Copy proce-

dure for each of these values simultaneously, looking at possible vowel

donors.

(6) Turkish accusative case morpheme su‰x must:

Back- and Round-Harmonize: d ! left, F ! [Gback,Ground]

The procedure is illustrated for [ip-i] ‘rope-acc’. The X-slots above each

feature-matrix in (7)–(9) represent the Root node, over which precedence

relations are defined, and the arrow represents the direction of search d.

The arrow  represents the current segment being traversed through

the search as the needy vowel seeks a licit value-source. When copying

occurs, ` indicates an element being copied from.

(7) Accusative su‰x begins Back-Harmonize in [ip-i]

x1 x2  x3
"voc

"high

#back

#rd

2

6664

3

7775

#voc

lab

#cont

#nas

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

"high

2

6664

3

7775

(8) Accusative su‰x finds [#back] on x1 and finds [#round] on x1
x1  x2 x3

"voc

"high

Cback

Crd

2

6664

3

7775

#voc

lab

#cont

#nas

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

"high

2

6664

3

7775

Figure 2.1

Single-pass search with all features harmonized
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(9) Accusative su‰x copies [!back] and [!round] to itself

x1 ` x2 x3
"voc

"high

Cback

Crd

2

6664

3

7775

!voc

lab

!cont

!nas

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

"high

Cback

Crd

2

6664

3

7775

i p i

This basic principle of Search-and-Copy underlies all vowel harmony,

though as we will see in chapters 3, 4, and 5, the items that are searched

for and the extent of the search are subject to varying parametric

conditions.

2.3 Harmony Can Iterate from Morpheme to Morpheme

Harmony occurs whenever a new morpheme that needs a value is added

(as well as when a new vowel is added to a morpheme by epenthesis), and

what makes the process iterative is that a morpheme Mj that has found a

value for harmony can then in turn provide a value for a linearly subse-

quent morpheme Mj"1. This iterative process is illustrated below in the

interaction of harmony in Turkish with both a genitive case morpheme

and a plural number morpheme.

(10) Turkish genitive case morpheme su‰x must:

Back- and Round-Harmonize: d # left, F # [Gback,Ground]

(11) Turkish plural morpheme su‰x must:

Back-Harmonize: d # left, F # [Gback]

(10) says that the genitive case must find values for both [Gback] and

[Ground], while (11) says that the plural must find a value for [Gback].

The plural su‰x is inherently [!round]. (In fact, all noninitial [!high]

vowels in Turkish are [!round], unless lexically specified otherwise.) An

important consequence of the plural’s failure to undergo harmony for

[Ground] is that any harmonically dependent element that immediately

follows the plural will be [!round].

(12) Harmony in Turkish nouns plus plural plus genitive

a. ip ip-ler-in ‘rope / rope-pl-gen’

b. k!z k!z-lar-!n ‘girl / girl-pl-gen’

c. el el-ler-in ‘hand / hand-pl-gen’

d. sap sap-lar-!n ‘stalk / stalk-pl-gen’

e. yüz yüz-ler-in ‘face / face-pl-gen’
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Bidirectional Search in 
Woleaianrepresent stepwise progressions of the bidirectional search, and ` and ´
represent successful copying.9

(43) Woleaian theme vowel begins Low-Harmonize in [ülümemi]

x1 x2  x3 ! x4 x5
!voc

!rd

!high

"low

"back

2

666664

3

777775

"voc

lab

"cont

!nas

2

6664

3

7775

!voc

"rd

"high

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

lab

"cont

!nas

2

6664

3

7775

!voc

"rd

!high

"low

"back

2

666664

3

777775

(44) Woleaian theme vowel finds ["low] on x1 and on x5
x1  x2 x3 x4 ! x5

!voc

!rd

!high

Clow

"back

2

666664

3

777775

"voc

lab

"cont

!nas

2

6664

3

7775

!voc

"rd

"high

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

lab

"cont

!nas

2

6664

3

7775

!voc

"rd

!high

Clow

"back

2

666664

3

777775

(45) Woleaian theme vowel copies ["low] from x1 and from x5
x1 ` x2 x3 x4 ´ x5

!voc

!rd

!high

Clow

"back

2

666664

3

777775

"voc

lab

"cont

!nas

2

6664

3

7775

!voc

!rd

"high

Clow

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

lab

"cont

!nas

2

6664

3

7775

!voc

!rd

!high

Clow

"back

2

666664

3

777775

ü m e m i

The central phenomenon illustrated here by Woleaian is bidirectional

harmony. As with the Turkish and Akan harmony processes discussed

above, this type of harmony applies to a specific morpheme; thus, the

fact that the relevant morphemes participate in bidirectional harmony is

explicitly listed as a lexically specific aspect of their representation.

(46) Woleaian thematic formative morpheme must:

Low-Harmonize: d # left and right, F # [Glow]

One aspect of the formalization in (46) is that it e¤ectively states that

copying of a ["low] feature depends on a ‘‘tie’’ in which the closest vowel

in both directions bears ["low].10 Given (46), when both the immediately

closest preceding and the immediately closest following vowel to the

thematic formative are [alow] (where a is either ! or ", and both sides

have the same value for a), the thematic formative will successfully copy
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Plan B in both cases is insertion of the default value in these contexts:

[!low] for Woleaian ["high, "round] vowels, and ["feminine] for Italian

participles.

(51) Woleaian thematic formative morpheme must:

a. Low-Harmonize: d # left and right, F # [Glow]

b. Failure results in default insertion of [!low]

While the clause in (51b) has not been previously encountered in our

model, it is necessary when harmony fails: the ‘‘plain vanilla’’ value of

[Glow] in Woleaian, [!low], is what is chosen for the thematic forma-

tive.11 In chapter 3, we will further discuss default value-insertion when

harmonic search fails.

We’ve covered a lot of ground in these examples of vowel harmony.

The important lesson from Woleaian for the theory of locality comes

when we consider how naturally the recipient-initiated model of search

explains what happens in cases of bidirectionally dependent harmony.

Any theory of vowel harmony must deal with the fact that the height of

the Woleaian thematic formative is determined by leftward and rightward

dependencies. When these two search-based dependencies cannot both re-

solve to the same value, the result is a default value.

2.9 Directionality in Kalenjin ‘‘Dominant/Recessive’’ Harmony

Directionality is often taken as a property of vowel harmony that can be

predicted from the morphological structure of the language: in a wide set

of patterns, su‰xes copy from the left and prefixes copy from the right.

However, as we have seen, this is not always the end of the story: vowels

within the root also initiate harmonic search under certain conditions,

the direction of search not being predictable by general morphological

structure; and in Woleaian, the thematic vowel searches bidirectionally.

Finally, as will be discussed in section 4.7.2, languages such as Jingulu

show root vowels copying from su‰xes but not vice versa. The latter

kinds of examples establish that directionality of search must be a prop-

erty of roots, and that a‰xes may search in both roots and su‰xes.

One of the apparent challenges to the notion of directionality as an in-

dependent parameter of vowel harmony comes from the existence of pat-

terns described as ‘‘dominant/recessive,’’ which are often characterized as

entirely nondirectional, in the sense that a single feature value ‘‘anywhere

within the word’’ can cause all other vowels to change, regardless of di-

rection or morphological status.
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Bidirectional harmony that 
succeeds only when both 
sides [-low] would be very 
cumbersome to express in 

spreading theory



Copying from Two 
Different Sources 

(76) Turkish accusative su‰x searches leftward for [Gback] and

[Ground] in [meSgul j-düm]

x1 x2 x3  x4

!voc

!high

!back

!rd

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

!son

"nas

!lat

"back

2

666664

3

777775

"voc

cor

"cont

"nas

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

!voc

!high

2

6664

3

7775

(77) Turkish accusative su‰x finds ["back]

x1 x2  x3 x4

!voc

!high

!back

!rd

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

!son

"nas

!lat

Cback

2

666664

3

777775

"voc

cor

"cont

"nas

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

!voc

!high

2

6664

3

7775

(78) Turkish accusative su‰x copies ["back]

x1 x2 ` x3 x4

!voc

!high

!back

!rd

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

!son

"nas

!lat

Cback

2

666664

3

777775

"voc

cor

"cont

"nas

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

!voc

!high

Cback

2

6664

3

7775

(79) Turkish accusative su‰x finds [!round]

x1  x2 x3 x4

!voc

!high

!back

Brd

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

!son

"nas

!lat

"back

2

666664

3

777775

"voc

cor

"cont

"nas

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

!voc

!high

"back

2

6664

3

7775

(80) Turkish accusative su‰x copies [!round]

x1 ` x2 x3 x4

!voc

!high

!back

Brd

2

6664

3

7775

"voc

!son

"nas

!lat

"back

2

666664

3

777775

"voc

cor

"cont

"nas

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

!voc

!high

"back

Brd

2

6664

3

7775

u lj d ü
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Apparent vowel 
disharmony in a 

word like 
meʃgulʲdüm

readily 
understandable 
in target-centric 

search

Needy vowel doesn’t 
‘wait’ to find everything 

from a single source



Chumash sibilants: 
the root harmonizes

tion processes. While the harmony algorithm is ordinarily used in phono-

logical computations to supply a value for a needy segment requiring a

feature-value because it lacks one in its memorized representation, the

same algorithm can be used for segments that lack a feature-value be-

cause of a deletion rule that applies later in the phonology. For example,

in Chumash, an isolate language of California, certain coronal fricatives

require harmony for the feature [Gdistributed] (a¤ecting tongue tip orien-

tation), not because they lack an underlying value for it, but because a

postcyclic rule deletes their values.

Chumash has a process of leftward [Gdistributed] harmony a¤ecting

its coronal fricatives (henceforth ‘‘sibilants’’) /s/ and /§/, as described in

Poser 1982. Since the contrast between laminal /s/ and apical /§/ in Chu-

mash rests on [Gdistributed] (see Mithun 1998, 221; Hansson 2001, 58), I

will transcribe Poser’s š as [!distributed] /§/. The apical consonants

/d,t,l,n/ in Chumash are [!distributed].

What is unique about Chumash’s [Gdistributed] harmony is that all

nonfinal sibilants harmonize with the sibilant to their right, regardless of

their morphological a‰liation, morphological constituency, or underlying

value of [Gdistributed].

(91) Chumash sibilant harmony (Poser 1982, 132)

UR SR

a. k"sunon"us ksunonus ‘I obey him’

b. k"sunon"§ k§unot§ ‘I am obedient’

c. su"wayan suwayan ‘cause to hang’

d. k"su"§oyin k§u§oyin ‘I darken it’

e. s"ixut sixut ‘it burns’

f. s"ilak§ §ilak§ ‘it is soft’

g. s"kuti"wa§ §kutiwa§ ‘he saw’

h. s"apit§ho"it §apit§holit ‘I have a stroke of

good luck’

i. s"apit§ho"us"wa§ §apit§holu§wa§ ‘they had a stroke

of good luck’

As this type of harmony a¤ects prefixes, roots, and su‰xes alike, without

regard to the order of morphological structure, the harmony process is

not a cyclic rule of supplying a value for newly added morphemes. Poser

(1982, 134) shows for (91i), for example, that no morphological bracket-

ing of [[3subj [[good"luck] 3obj]] past] would result in morpheme-by-

morpheme copying of [!distributed] all the way through to every coronal

fricative. The distinction between cyclic and postcyclic processes (see, e.g.,

The Search Principle 63

Thus far we have modeled harmony in terms of a 
‘needy’ affix or epenthetic vowel initiating a search, 

but in this case we know that each fricative bears its 
own specification for [±distr]:

Halle and Vergnaud 1987) is that cyclic processes apply in a single pass

through the word, without regard to morphological constituency, and

that postcyclic processes apply after all cyclic processes have applied.

Chumash [Gdistributed] harmony occurs after the morphological struc-

ture of a word is completely built and all of its feature-values are com-

plete. It is therefore somewhat unusual from the point of view of other

types of agglutinative-morphology harmony, and it has been treated as a

postcyclic process that changes rather than supplies feature-values.

In a word such as /s!apit§ho!us!wa§/, let us assume that there is no

harmony upon a‰xation and that the subject agreement, object agree-

ment, and tense a‰xes are underlyingly fully specified for [Gdistributed].

Prior to the application of the postcyclic process of harmony, they have

the following representations (for convenience, only the coronal fricatives

are shown):

(92) Representation of fricatives in /s!apit§ho!us!wa§/ before the
postcyclic block

f1 f2 f3 f4
!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

!distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

!asp

"distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

!distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

"distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

s §h s §
Following Poser’s original proposal, what is particular to Chumash is

that all nonfinal coronal fricatives have their [Gdistributed] specification

deleted from the representation.16

(93) Representation of fricatives in /s!apit§ho!us!wa§/ after deletion of

nonfinal [Gdistributed]

f1 f2 f3 f4
!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

!asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

"distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

This postcyclic deletion rule is all that is unique about Chumash’s feature-

changing harmony. The subsequent harmony process follows the same

algorithm adopted in this chapter, with the Search-and-Copy procedure

64 Chapter 2



Post-cyclic deletion of 
all non-final [±distr]

Halle and Vergnaud 1987) is that cyclic processes apply in a single pass

through the word, without regard to morphological constituency, and

that postcyclic processes apply after all cyclic processes have applied.

Chumash [Gdistributed] harmony occurs after the morphological struc-

ture of a word is completely built and all of its feature-values are com-

plete. It is therefore somewhat unusual from the point of view of other

types of agglutinative-morphology harmony, and it has been treated as a

postcyclic process that changes rather than supplies feature-values.

In a word such as /s!apit§ho!us!wa§/, let us assume that there is no

harmony upon a‰xation and that the subject agreement, object agree-

ment, and tense a‰xes are underlyingly fully specified for [Gdistributed].

Prior to the application of the postcyclic process of harmony, they have

the following representations (for convenience, only the coronal fricatives

are shown):

(92) Representation of fricatives in /s!apit§ho!us!wa§/ before the
postcyclic block

f1 f2 f3 f4
!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

!distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

!asp

"distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

!distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

"distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

s §h s §
Following Poser’s original proposal, what is particular to Chumash is

that all nonfinal coronal fricatives have their [Gdistributed] specification

deleted from the representation.16

(93) Representation of fricatives in /s!apit§ho!us!wa§/ after deletion of

nonfinal [Gdistributed]

f1 f2 f3 f4
!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

!asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

!cons

cor

!cont

"voi

"asp

"distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

This postcyclic deletion rule is all that is unique about Chumash’s feature-

changing harmony. The subsequent harmony process follows the same

algorithm adopted in this chapter, with the Search-and-Copy procedure
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occurring on each element from right to left. All elements contrastive for

[Gdistributed] (e.g., the coronal fricatives) within the postcyclic word

must harmonize.

(94) Chumash postcyclic word must:

Distr-Harmonize: d ! right, F ! [contrastive:Gdistr]

The application of Distr-Harmonize to each nonfinal fricative, from right

to left, is shown in (95)–(97).

(95) First nonfinal fricative searches for [Gdistributed]

f1 f2 f3 ´ f4
"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

"asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

Cdistr

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

Cdistr

2

66666664

3

77777775

(96) Second nonfinal fricative searches for [Gdistributed]

f1 f2 ´ f3 f4
"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

"asp

Cdistr

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

Cdistr

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

#distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

(97) Third nonfinal fricative searches for [Gdistributed]

f1 ´ f2 f3 f4
"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

Cdistr

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

"asp

Cdistr

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

#distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

"cons

cor

"cont

#voi

#asp

#distr

2

66666664

3

77777775

§ § § §
Thus, Chumash feature-changing harmony can be incorporated into the

basic Search-and-Copy algorithm of this chapter, provided a postcyclic

process of deleting all nonfinal [Gdistributed] specifications is included. In-

deed, other phonological processes of feature-changing copying have been

treated with deletion of features on nonfinal elements; Cho (1990) treats

[Gvoice] assimilation in consonant clusters in Serbo-Croatian (e.g.,

The Search Principle 65

All fricatives 
except the last 
one undergo 

deletion. 
Harmony as a 

repair.



Interaction with Local 
Apicalization (t,l,n)

[rob]@[ropstavo] ‘slave, slavery’; [svat]@[svadba] ‘wedding guest, wed-

ding’) as the result of deletion of voicing on nonfinal consonants in an

adjacent sequence, followed by assimilation. In Chumash, since all repre-

sentations must exit the phonology with a specification for [Gdistributed],

the harmony procedure is enlisted to provide a value for elements that

lost theirs via deletion.

Another process of interest in Chumash [Gdistributed] harmony is its

interaction with apicalization (called ‘‘precoronal palatalization’’ in Poser

1982), which supplies a [!distributed] value for a sibilant that immedi-

ately precedes a [!distributed] segment (i.e., /t,l,n/). Since this process

only occurs under immediate adjacency, I will call it local apicalization,

distinguishing it from the unbounded [Gdistributed] harmony between

sibilants contrastive for the feature.

(98) Chumash local apicalization (Poser 1982, 152)

UR SR

a. s"nithoy §nithoy ‘he goes’

b. s"tumun §tumun ‘its egg’

c. s"lok’in §lok’in ‘he cuts it’

Following Poser (1993), I assume that the rule of local apicalization pre-

cedes any initiation of the Search-and-Copy procedure for harmony.17

Local apicalization is a process that occurs only under immediate prece-

dence, with additional morphological restrictions, and it can be clearly

separated from the harmony process. In addition, as /s/ and /§/ are con-

trastive for [Gdistributed] while /t,l,n/ are not, local apicalization must

clearly be distinct from harmony, since neither /n/ in [ksunonus] induces

apicalization of the sibilant to its left.

Given the greedy and local character of the Search procedure, every

sibilant will copy [Gdistributed] from the sibilant source immediately to

its right, regardless of whether that value comes from an underlying spec-

ification (as in final sibilants), from local apicalization, or from the result

of harmony itself. Thus, a sibilant enacting a harmonic search for

[Gdistributed] may copy it from another sibilant that has itself acquired

it via local apicalization.

(99) Interaction of locally apicalized segments in [Gdistributed] harmony

(Poser 1982, 153)

UR SR

a. s"is"t!/ §i§t!/! ‘he finds it’

b. s"ti"yep"us §tiyepus ‘he tells him’

c. s"i§"lu"sisin §i§lusisin ‘they two are gone awry’

66 Chapter 2

The form in (99c), [§i§lusisin], has three nonfinal sibilants. The first non-

final sibilant copies [Gdistributed] from its closest rightward source,

which bears an underlying value. The second nonfinal sibilant acquired

[!distributed] via local apicalization. The third nonfinal sibilant copies

[Gdistributed] from its closest rightward source. The derivation proceeds

following deletion of [Gdistributed] on all nonfinal fricatives (for conve-

nience, only the fricatives and the /l/ are represented).

(100) Representation of fricatives in /s"i§"lu"sisin/ after deletion of all

nonfinal [Gdistributed]

f1 f2 l f3 f4
"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

"lat

!distr

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

"distr

2

666664

3

777775

(101) Application of local apicalization

f1 f2 l f3 f4
"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

Cdistr

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

"lat

!distr

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

"distr

2

666664

3

777775

(102) First nonfinal fricative searches for [Gdistributed]

f1 f2 f3 ´ f4
"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

!distr

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

Bdistr

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

Bdistr

2

666664

3

777775

(103) Initial fricative searches for [Gdistributed]

f1 ´ f2 f3 f4
"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

Cdistr

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

Cdistr

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

"distr

2

666664

3

777775

"cons

cor

"cont

!voi

"distr

2

666664

3

777775

§ § s s
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Surface disharmony 
results from 

derivation in which 
each fricative 

copies from closest 
source



Harmony as a Repair to 
Feature Deletion

• Vowel harmony affecting unstressed root 
vowels (of the BP type) is not extensively 
treated in the book

• I contend that the Chumash-style 
derivation would be a promising option 
within the target-oriented Search model 

• Particularly considering the effects of 
neighboring consonants in bunɛca, tumada, 
sibola etc



Nonfinal vowel 
harmony

• Canadian French (Poliquin 2006): all non-
final vowels agree in laxness with last one: 
ɪ.lɪ.sɪt

• Ikan’e in Russian: unstressed /a/ becomes [i] 
if a [+high,-back] consonant precedes. We 
can see vowel reduction as deletion of 
features, followed by harmony (leftward in 
this case) as a repair.



Some Questions at this 
point

• What features is this system compatible 
with?

• How do we know minino is harmony, not 
straight reduction?

• How do we deal with optionality?



Vowel Reduction: 
Initial Focus

• Asymmetries where symmetric behavior 
might be expected



BP Vowel Reduction

• Post-tonic Reduction always more 
obligatory than Pre-tonic Reduction

• moleke > moleki, muleki, *muleke

• Why should this asymmetry exist?

• Foot structure: 

• Reduce /e/ to [i] everywhere except strong 
position of foot

• mo(les.kew), (mos)(les.kew) 



Asymmetric Footing 
Requirements

• Reduce /e/ to [i] except strong head of foot

• Vowel reduction is obligatory, but foot 
structure assignment variable

• Optionality of foot structure assignment to 
pretonic vowels. Degenerate foot possible

• mo(les.kew) or (mos)(les.kew) ➙

• mu(les.kew) or (mos)(les.kiw) 

• ‘Angry/slow’ speech: (mos).(les).(kes)



Trochaic Parsing Again

• Consider footing of two pretonic syllables

• Asymmetry in which one can reduce 
without the other doing so:

• mi.xi.rica, mexi.rica,*mi.xe.rica

• No footing: mi.xi.(ris.caw) 

• Footing: (mes.xiw).(ris.caw)

• Impossible footing: *mi.(xes).(ris.caw)



Interim Conclusions

• Pretonic vs post-tonic asymmetry

• Pretonic vs pre-pre-tonic asymmetry

• Both due to footing, not to inherent 
properties of the reduction rule

• We will continue to develop the 
relationship between reduction and footing



Cape Verdean Vowel 
Coalescence

• gatu > got, branku > bronk

• sidadi > sided, pai > pe

• Evidence for |A|+|U| = o

• Evidence for |A|+|I| = e

(Macedo 1989 Boston Univ. PhD)



Vowel systems

• Most common 3-vowel system: [i, u, a]

• Most common 5-vowel system: [i,u,a,e,o]

• (Note that the actual phonetic values of 
some of these vary, e.g. ɪ, ɐ, ɛ]

• The mid vowels [e,o] pattern as ‘more 
complex’ than the corner vowels



The corner vowels

• Dispersion theory (Lindblom 1990) looks 
at the maximal distance between vowels in 
the acoustic space, and finds [i,u,a] to be 
maximally dispersed

• Quantal theory (Stevens 1989) looks at the 
articulation-to-acoustics mapping, and finds 
that [i,u,a] have the most stable relation 
between slight variation in articulatory 



|A|: the mAss spectrum

• mass of high energy in middle of spectrum 
(1kHz); 

• lower energy at lower and higher edges of 
spectrum



|U|: the bUmp 
spectrum

• Higher energy in lower part of spectrum 
than in higher part

• Energy rapidly drops off right after 1KHz



|I|: the dIp spectrum

• Lowest energy in the middle of the 
spectrum



Peaks and Troughs 

|I| |U| |A|

peaks
low, 
high low

centra
l

trough
s

centra
l

centra
l,high

low, 
high



Combinations thereof



NEBP Pretonic 
Reduction to [ɛ]

• It is said that [tɛlɛvisão] and other such 
cases in NEBP reflect the fact that [ɛ] is the 
default mid-vowel

• But how do we encode the notion of 
default in a more principled manner?



Lax mid vowels as 
default in Italian

• Eleonòra, hypocoristic: èle

• Edoardo, hypocoristic: èdo

• Robèrto, hypocoristic: Ròbe

• Clotilde, hypocoristic: Clòti

• Vowels pronounced as open in CERN, 
ONU, GEPI, DOC, COMIT, even when they 
correspond to closed vowels (olimpico, 
organizazzazione, editoriale)



Italian Loanwords

• dòberman, èdison, bèbysitter, kimòno, las 
vègas

• Kenstowicz 2010: Higher sonority vowels 
make better peaks of stressed syllables



• Kenstowicz: “Examination of the charts showing 
how the seven stressed vowels are distributed in 
F1/F2 vowel space reveals that the closed mid 
vowels are very near to the high vowels while the 
open mid vowels are relatively well separated from 
the single low vowel”. 

• In other words e is |I,A| while è is |I,A|

 36 

(27a) 

 
 

 
(29b) 

Italian



Ambiguity in 
Headedness: e,o default

i |I| u |U|

e |I,A|

ɛ |I,A|

o |U,A|

ɔ |U,A|

a |A|

Pretonic 
mid vowels 
prefer the 
unheaded 

set

(South)



Ambiguity in 
Headedness: ɛ,ɔ default

i |I| u |U|

e |I,A|

ɛ |I,A|

o |U,A|

ɔ |U,A|

a |A|
Pretonic mid 

vowels prefer the 
unheaded set

(NE)



Dialectal Correlations?

e |I,A|

ɛ |I,A|

o |U,A|

ɔ |U,A|

a |A|

Dialects (South), Neutralization of |X,A| ➙ 
|X,A|: more reduction of nasal ã

ã |A,L|

ʌ̃ |A,L|



Dialectal Correlations?

e |I,A|

ɛ |I,A|

o |U,A|

ɔ |U,A|

a |A|

Dialects (NE), Neutralization of |X,I| ➙ |
X,A|: more reduction of nasal ẽj

ã |A,L|



Donegan’s View of 
Vowel Targets

i u
↑

o

a ⤶
e

/i/ and /u/ most ‘colorful’ vowels (extreme 
in articulatory and acoustic F2 space)

↑Raising: gain in color, 
loss of sonority

Lowering: gain in sonority, 
loss of color

⤷

/a/ most sonorant vowel

Donegan 1978 
Ohio State PhD



|I| higher than |U|

• Bisol 1989: formiga > furmiga

• but veludo *> viludo

• |I| can raise |U| but not vice versa

• This can be seen as a kind of parasitic 
harmony (Freitas 2010)

• Fails & Clegg, Kenstowicz & Sandalo data 
show /i~u/ height difference with F1 values



Plural Formation with 
<l>-final nouns

• Claim: BP plural allomorph is /-is/ after C-
final stems, e.g. [flor-is, rapaz-is]

• Input: /anɛw+is/

• *a.nɛ.wis: constraint against [w] as onset

• Choice between  [a.nɛws] and [anɛjs].

• [js] preferred to [ws] all else being equal...



All Else not Equal:
Monosyllables keep the [w]

faithful

alternating

mono trochee iamb

mono

a ! ! e o i u

trochee

a ! ! e o i u

iamb

a ! ! e o i u

181 speakers, 89 nonce items
Speakers choose CV.Cɛjs > CV.Cɛws 

Speakers choose Cɛws > Cɛjs 



Chapéjs vs. Musêws

faithful

alternating

mono trochee iamb

mono

a ! ! e o i u

trochee

a ! ! e o i u

iamb

a ! ! e o i u

Becker, Clemens & Nevins 2011 (on Lingbuzz)

181 speakers, 89 nonce items
Speakers choose [ɛjs] > [ɛws]
Speakers choose [ews] > [ejs]



[js] preferred to[ws], 
all else being equal
• But Diphthongal Dispersion exerts a force:

• [e,j] very close in color and sonority

• [ɛ, j] more distant in sonority

• [e,w] close in sonority but not color

• [ej] a bad diphthong: its halves are too 
close. So /ewis/ ➙ [ews] instead of [ejs].

• But /ɛwis/ ➙ [ɛjs] because it’s a decent 
diphthong



Interim Conclusions

• Diphthongs exhibit dispersion/dissimilation 
effects in their two halves

• The choice of [ɛjs] over [ejs] in derived 
words reflects computations made over the 
vowel space



Russian Vowel 
Reduction

i u
↑

o

a ⤶
e

/e/ loses sonority, while /o/ loses color



A Mirror Image but 
Unattested Reduction

i u
↑
o

a

e

⤷

/o/ loses sonority, while /e/ loses color

The ‘pull’ towards /u/ is never stronger 
than the pull towards /i/



Diphthongs: /ai/ vs /au/

• English asymmetry between these

• ripe, like, bribe, rife, hive, time

• *roup, louk, broub, souf, houv, towm

• [au] very restricted: only allowed before coronals

• Diphthongization of [i:] and [u:] in Great Vowel 
Shift did not follow parallel courses

• Parallel asymmetries in Japanese (Kubozono 2001)



Diphthongs and Umlaut



Sri Lankan Portuguese 
Creole

• ˈɒ:brə ‘profession’ obˈre:ru ‘worker’

• ˈnɒ:mi ‘name’     nomiˈna: ‘nominate’

• ˈpæ:dərə ‘stone’ pedriˈya:du ‘covered w/stone’

• ˈfæ:ru ‘iron‘       feˈre:ru ‘ironsmith’

• ˈba:jlu ‘dance‘    bəjlˈdo:r ‘dancer‘   

• ˈba:rvə ‘beard’ bərˈve:ru ‘barber’



SLPC: Vowel Reduction 
as Loss of Headedness

i |I| u |U|

e |I,A|

æ |I,A|

o |U,A|

ɒ |U,A|

a |A|

ə |A|



Acoustic signatures of 
vowels
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What is perhaps not so clear is how, from this perspective, centrifugal reduction
could also be said to involve a loss of phonetic information. However, a correlation of
this sort can be established by taking account of the relative complexity of the spectral
patterns associated with different vowel qualities. The corner vowels can be construed
as simplex in the sense that each projects a unitary spectral pattern onto the acoustic
signal (Harris & Lindsey 1995, 2000). On the other hand, mid peripheral vowels are
spectrally more complex in that they can viewed as amalgamations of these simple
patterns.

To see this, consider first the spectral profiles of the corner vowels as they are
depicted in Figure 1. Each vowel in the figure is associated with a schematic filter
response curve, displaying amplitude (y-axis) and the frequency range (x-axis) relevant
for vowel quality. In the case of a (Figure 1a), a unitary spectral pattern can be discerned
in the form of a MASS – a concentration of energy (the convergence of F1 and F2) in the
centre of the vowel spectrum, with troughs at top and bottom. For i (Figure 1b), the
corresponding pattern can be described as a DIP: energy is distributed both towards the
top of the vowel spectrum (the convergence of F2 and F3) and the bottom (F0 and F1),
with a trough in between. For u (Figure 1c), the pattern forms a RUMP: there is a marked
skewing of energy (the convergence of F1 and F2) to the lower half of the vowel
spectrum.

Figure 1. Spectral shapes and schematic filter response curves: a, i, u.

Spectral shape Schematic filter response

(a) ! ‘Mass’: mass of energy located in the centre
of the vowel spectrum, with troughs at top and
bottom.

(b) " ‘Dip’: energy distributed to the top and
bottom of the vowel spectrum, with a trough
in between.

(c) # ‘Rump’: marked skewing of energy to the
lower half of the vowel spectrum.

Compare these simplex spectral patterns with the profiles of mid vowels, which – as
depicted in Figure 2 – can be construed as complex. e shares with i a clear energy gap
between F1 and F2. However, F1 and F2 are closer together in e than in i; that is, as
with a, energy is concentrated in a central region, with troughs at top and bottom of the
vowel spectrum. As portrayed in Figure 2a, this configuration can be viewed as a
combination of a’s mass pattern and i’s dip. o shares with u a marked skewing of energy
towards the lower end of the vowel spectrum. However, in o the peak energy is located
far enough away from the bottom of the vowel spectrum for a trough to be identifiable
below it. As portrayed in Figure 2b, this configuration can be viewed as a combination
of a’s mass pattern and u’s rump.
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Figure 2. Complex spectral shapes and filter response curves: e and o.

Spectral shape Schematic filter response

(a) ! Dip and mass

(b) " Rump and mass

The simplex spectral shapes mass, dip and rump can be considered the basic
components of phonetic information contained in vocalic speech signals. It is now
possible to see how centrifugal vowel reduction can be interpreted as a loss of phonetic
information. Reducing a peripheral mid vowel by raising or lowering removes one of its
spectral components. Raising (e > i, o > u) suppresses the mass property that mid
vowels share with a, while lowering suppresses either the dip (e > a) or the rump (o > a)
properties shared with high vowels.

To summarise: what unifies the class of vowels that are the preferred outputs of
reduction is their low degree of spectral complexity. Each of the point vowels projects a
simplex spectral shape, while schwa projects none at all. Both centrifugal and
centripetal reduction thus diminish the amount of phonetic information borne by vocalic
speech signals. Peripheral raising and lowering remove part of the spectral information
contained in mid vowels, while centralisation to schwa guts a vowel of all informational
content.

5 Vowel reduction as information loss in phonology 

In this section, I present a case for assuming that informational differences between
reduced and unreduced vowels should be transparently recorded in phonological
grammars.

Phonological grammars encode the knowledge that enables the reception and
transmission of linguistic information by sound. Phonological features are the units of
the grammar that code the specifically segmental or melodic aspect of this information.
A reasonable first assumption is that the mapping between features and signal
information is relatively direct. 

The flow of phonetic information across speech signals is uneven: linguistically
significant modulations are of a greater magnitude at certain points in time than at
others. As described in the previous section, this is the situation we encounter in the
temporal alternation between unreduced and reduced vowels in strong and weak
positions. The same general point can be made with respect to consonants, especially
where alternating weak positions are selectively targeted by lenition (see Harris & Urua
2001). If the assumption about the directness of the feature-to-signal relation is correct,
we expect this unevenness to be reflected in phonological representations. That is,
segments in strong positions should bear richer feature specifications than segments in
weak positions.

A correlation of this sort is not readily expressible by means of standard SPE-type

e: f1 and f2 separated but mass 
concentrated in central region

o: marked skewing of energy 
towards lower half of spectrum, 

but shifted towards central 
region

a

i

u

All vowel formant 
patterns can be seen 
as modulations of a 

carrier signal



Two Patterns of Vowel 
Reduction

• Centripetal: vowels drawn into centralized 
region of vowel space, removing all 
modulation patterns

• Centrifugal: vowels dispersed into far 
corners of space, simplifying their 
modulation pattern



Lenition as Information 
Loss

• Consider the various patterns of lenition 
found in English: flapping (US) and glottalling 
(UK). Both have dramatically different 
realizations, but the same effect on 
representation |R,ʔ,h|

• |R,h|: a little bi[s]

• |ʔ|: ci[ʔ]y

• |R|: ci[ɾ]y



Liquids

• |R,ʔ|: lateral; |R|: rhotic

• |R,ʔ,I|: palatal lateral

• Effects on lh: loss of |R,ʔ,I|: mu[j]er, mu[l]er

• More common post-tonically?

• Effects on r: rhotacization in complex 
onsets and in codas (praia, branco; vorta)



Why Lenition?
(Kingston)

• Lenition is not governed by how far articulators 
have to travel but instead by the difference in 
intensity the speaker wishes to create between the 
affected segment and its neighbors. 

• Consonants lenite inside prosodic constituents and 
not at their edges, and lenition therefore conveys 
to the listener that the current constituent is 
continuing rather than ending or a new one 
beginning.

• Lenition thus complements the fortition observed 
at phrase edges that reduces signal intensity and 
interrupts the signal more.



Fortition as 
Dissimilation

• Perhaps one of the most recurrent cases of 
fortition is glide strengthening in onset 
position, e.g. [jo] > [ʒo] in Argentinian 
Spanish

• This can be seen as a move towards 
polarization to the most consonant-like of 
consonants and the  most vowel-like of 
vowels of Jakobson’s Why mama and papa



Stressed Vowels and 
Effects on Consonants
• The auditory nerve response to a vowel-like sound which is 

preceded by either silence or of a sound with little intensity 
is greater than the response to a stimulus preceded by a 
period of equal intensity.

• Onset-sensitive stress languages:lower sonority (less intense) 
onsets such as voiceless consonants and obstruents are 
heavier than higher sonority ones

• The idea is that onset-sensitive stress, odd in itself, and odder 
because it is sensitive to the lowness of sonority of the 
consonant, is about enhancing the vowel by de-hancing the 
consonant that precedes it.



Conclusions

• Integration of prosodic constituency and 
segmental processes

• Representational primitives in syntagmatic 
and paradigmatic processes

• Fortition and lenition affecting vowels and 
consonants


